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Welcome :

#RIG´up´

Thanks to everyone that gave us the ‘thumbs up’ on our first
issue of #RIG ‘up’ last quarter, ... it looks like our e-magazine
is becoming an instant success and welcomed by everyone,
both onshore and offshore.
This quarter’s #RIG ‘up’ features some recently completed ‘project
case studies’ and updates you with recent developments in Aberdeen
Scotland and Singapore. With a current readership of over 1300, Monitor
Systems is delighted with the uptake, ... we hope you enjoy the read
and please take part in ‘your charity nominated’ jigsaw e-challenge.
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: Overview

# New growth

Company expansion

Forward progress
Monitor Systems growth provides a further sign of a
‘boom’ in services activity that has been triggered to
some degree by the increased investment by drilling
contractors. Through dedication and good old fashioned hard
work, Monitor Systems have successfully appointed new engineers
and management staff and considerably increased its ‘floor-space
footprint’ in a buoyant industry that is still constrained by skills
shortages.

our pitch:

Monitor Systems Engineering provides first class instrumentation system design for the upgrade

and conversion of jack-up rigs, semi-submersibles, trading tankers, FSU, FSO and FPSO and FSRU units; with full on
site survey available for all our systems. Significant areas of applications experience and expertise include, but not
limited to are Anchor Monitoring, Ballast Control and Tank Gauging, BOP Control Systems, Bulk Tank Systems, Machine
Alarm Monitoring, Rack Phase Differential Monitoring and (VMS) Vessel Management Systems.

New Growth: Monitor Systems has seen a substantial increase in business over the last quarter and has embraced the challenge
with new engineering appointments and the integration of a more efficient and remotely accessible ‘cloud’ hosted project
management system.
Company Expansion: Monitor Systems has given the green light to substantial upgrades at its Aberdeen HQ facilities, creating
an inspirational 500sqm. second level open-plan and office based working environment for all members of staff. The footprint
expansion is also client focussed with state-of-the-art provisions for meetings and conferences.
Monitor Systems S.E. Asia Pte Ltd has a staging area facility in Singapore to test, inspect and repair equipment. The new staging
area is currently handling Generator Control Panel repair work.
Forward Progress: “The appointments of Allan McGillivray

that we now have the capacity and capability in place to handle

(General Manager UK) and Jamal Saad (Director of Sales

increased business in key regions worldwide.”

for ASIA) means the company now has an improved and
integrated management structure in place to manage, action
and service new and existing client business. These new
management appointments have already demonstrated
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Group News :
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ROI approach to marketing

it’s not enough that clients know ‘roughly’ what we do!

Monitor Systems focus is on a high ROI approach to its business marketing activities. As a result we are now seeing our
brand and profile improving all the time; on-line service and product visibility throughout the world is very encouraging
and in particular, our corporate pitch to the oil & gas and renewable energy related marine industry is progressive.

“One of the questions we had to answer was, .. how do we successfully market our breadth
of services to existing and new clients, in order that they ‘fully understand what we do’
and in ‘what areas’ we specialise? It’s not enough that clients know ‘roughly’ what we
do, this is simply a missed opportunity; however it’s not easy and more times than not,
near impossible. Our current online and offline marketing direction attempts to educate our
clients and prospects in exactly what we do, quickly and visually. After much hard work, our
core marketing mission seems to be working with an increase in quality enquiries, we are
delighted with the results”.... commented Gino Pezzani (Marketing Manager).
> Gino Pezzani (Marketing Manager)

David Freelove (Sales Manager) said, .... “the combined
sales and marketing effort to grow Monitor Systems in
the UK and Asia is proving very successful; aligning
sales and marketing objectives with our business plan
has allowed us to work as a close team with a clear
mission and direction. Setting goals, targets and new
standards to drive home our objective has led to a
significant increase in enquiries and business.”

“Monitor Systems has been investing wisely in both
online and offline business marketing. It’s inhouse
marketing and design services together with its sales
capability has taken the company from being reactive to
proactive in a short period of time, paving the path for
strategic growth in all areas of our specialist business
arena throughout the world.” … commented Brian
Sinclair (Managing Director & Founder).

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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Close Team with a Clear Mission

Continued progress for 2014
Challenges looks set to continue in 2014 with
various rigs competing for limited appropriate
global shipyard space, coupled with the ever
increasing focus on the continual demand to keep
projects on time and within budget.

Monitor Systems projections indicate that the company
is set to continue its forward growth throughout 2014
and beyond by providing its world class engineering
service to the oil & gas, marine and energy markets
both here in the UK and overseas.

Continuing on from a strong performance last year,
Monitor Systems have had an extremely positive start
to the year with significant new enquiries in the pipeline
as well as new business for our Singapore facility.

Monitor Systems will continue to focus on in-situ repair,
upgrade and conversion of offshore jack-up rigs,
semi-submersibles, FPSOs and Platforms with on site
surveys for all instrumentation monitoring.

> left to right: Allan McGillivray (General Manager), Dave Freelove (Sales Manager) and Brian Sinclair (Managing Director & Founder)

The increase in capacity brought about by extending our

years. We continually strive to deliver a world class service to

Aberdeen Headquarters, together with opening our wholly

our customers by providing bespoke safety critical systems

owned subsidiary company “Monitor Systems S. E. Asia Pte

built to very specific requirements, on time, on budget and

Ltd” in Singapore and the strengthening of our engineering

delivered / commissioned anywhere in the world. With our

and management teams, have put Monitor Systems in a strong

highly experienced technical team we continually push the

position to take full advantage of the opportunities currently

boundaries of customer expectation and we are confident we

presenting themselves in the marketplace. In doing so, we will

will continue to expand and diversify whilst always maintaining

continue to focus on providing our customers with levels of

our core values.”

service unrivalled by that of our competitors … commented
Allan McGillivray (General Manager).

Brian Sinclair said, … “the additions of Allan, Dave, Fergus
& Jamal to our already much appreciated & valued existing

Dave Freelove adds….. “I am keen to build on the strong track

management make these exciting and positively enjoyable

record that Monitor Systems has established over the last 17+

times for the next strategic growth phase for Monitor System.”
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Combined Strength

MSSL / C’treat business model success
Monitor Systems has been associated with C’treat right from the very beginning, 17+ years
ago. The company holds ‘exclusive’ distributorship of C’treat Reverse Osmosis Watermakers and
associated accessories throughout Europe, Africa and exclusively for the North Sea region.
> Scott Campbell - (Sales Manager) C’treat

“Monitor Systems have been working with C’treat to assist
in strategic growth for both companies for many years.
Monitor Systems works extremely hard to develop a deep
understanding of the culture, objectives and needs of C’treat
and has been an outstanding partner in business. I find Monitor
Systems management and engineers passionate about their
work, enjoyable to deal with; they have a very honest approach
and good business ethics. Monitor Systems understand the
needs of C’treat and have an in depth knowledge of our
industry and our watermaker products.”
“Monitor Systems are true professionals in their field of
business and customer care and retention is of huge
importance to them. I would recommend Monitor Systems to
any company that wants an exceptional engineering company,
who consistently delivers and is enjoyable to work with.”

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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# Confidence

and Growth

Monitor Systems gears up to bridge the gap
Over

the last decade, Monitor Systems has been

Monitor Systems has been engaged in Safety Critical Control

able to communicate and operate with more and more

& Monitoring Instrumentation Systems for Offshore Jack-up

confidence because of its well proven and recognised

Rigs, Semi-submersibles, FPSOs and Platforms for the last

industry experience, capability and endurance, … it’s

17+ years. The company’s ‘Confidence and Growth’ vision

been a real game changer for the company.

and strategy aims to take the company to a new level, bridging
the gap between old and new rig support. “The knowledge and

Building on its 17+ years experience, Monitor Systems is now

experience gained in undertaking systems repair/upgrade to

focussing on its communications pitch in everything it does,

old rigs for nearly two decades has furnished Monitor Systems

it’s the difference between getting people to believe in you, or

with the capability and capacity to naturally evolve into the

causing people to forget about you.

new rig build market’ ... commented Brian Sinclair (MD).

The quality and capability of our management and staff are

Recent industry data shows that the offshore rig market is

vital to our vision of Confidence and Growth. Today, Monitor

currently experiencing the biggest boom in new build activity

Systems don’t just have the right team; our vision for the

since the early eighties.

future is now realised, sparking a movement of belief that our
industry experience, engineering skills and endurance will

The order books of shipyards around the world are overflowing

advance us to the next level.

with drillships and jack-up rigs as the current evolutionary
move away from the trend of building Semi-submersible rigs

“The most critical element is getting all the right people

continues. More striking is the statistic that only half of the

on the team and having a cohesive culture,” commented

rigs on order or under construction have firm contracts in

Brian Sinclair (MD). “When you combine culture, talent and

place. With its recent expansion, Monitor Systems is now in a

experience, it propels a company forward, no matter what.”

position to support the new rig construction market.
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Monitor Systems S.E. Asia Pte Ltd is happy to announce that its Singapore

facilities are now up in running with the first regional work orders recently
completed. Jamal said,… the future seems bright if recent enquiries are
anything to go by and we are now in a strong position to support current and
new clients in this region as we grow.
> M.D. Brian Sinclair with Jamal Saad in Singapore

# Singapore

shows Potential

UK reputation and experience rubs off in Asia.

> Inspection, Repair and performance testing of client generator control panel at our staging facilities in Singapore

Monitor Systems S.E. Asia Pte Ltd was delighted to
receive a work order for the inspection and testing of a
new Generator Control Panel from Diamond Offshore.
Jamal commented .... “the service contract was for the

Project Management was undertaken at our new offices
with the physical work being undertaken at a staging area
in Singapore, demonstrating out commitment, support and
capability for the local area and throughout Asia.

Ocean Patriot Semi-submersible and covered preliminary
tests and visual inspections of the newly completed
Generator Control panel, replacing the old generator
panels on the rig.”
The main objectives of the Inspection and testing project was
to verify the bill of materials, to verify proper functioning of the
equipment/system before installation, and to verify the working
performance of the equipment and system in accordance with
the design documents and standards.
On the back of recent work, Monitor Systems Asia is currently
tendering for a diverse range of projects including CCTV
Systems, STX Mooring Systems and Drillship Automation
Systems in the Asia region.
> The Ocean Patriot Semi-submersible, Singapore

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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# Focus on Safety Monitoring
Bilge System Upgrade

Regulations for bilge water, wastewater generated from machine space, require the separator
and monitor to be certified, showing less than 15 ppm oil content in water.
> Sedco 702 Semi-submersible

Semi-submersible rigs have columns & pontoons of

The bilge pump system has to handle two situations, pumping

sufficient buoyancy to cause the structure to float and

out the normal accumulations of water, condensation and

sufficient weight to keep the structure upright. Through

minor leakage, and pumping out a large influx of water in an

control this can be ballasted up or down by altering the

emergency. In respect to safety, any rig upgrade will introduce

amount of flooding in buoyancy tanks; hence the system

the very best and certified operating system and components

that makes this all possible is vitally important for the

available to them.

safe operation of the rig.
As an additional safety option, Monitor Systems mounted
During an upgrade, offshore support vessels, drilling rigs,

new flood detection sensors in the bilge pots to provide alarm

FPSOs, FSOs and production platforms are now subject

indication in the control room. An early indication of water in

to more stringent requirements for overboard discharge

the void spaces will automatically open the new bilge valve

depending on vessel type, regional requirements, owner

and start the bilge pump.

preference and internal company environmental policies.
The Bilge System upgrade project allowed Monitor Systems
The Bilge System upgrade onboard the Sedco 702 semi-sub

to exercise its expertise in Rig Survey, Project Management,

project seen Monitor Systems fit fail safe, 3 phase electric

Conceptual Design, QA & HS&E Management, Engineering

closed actuators to the bilge pot of the semi-submersible,

and Management and ABS Certification.

replacing the existing reach rods.
[9]
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Monitor Systems were contracted to work on a number of independent monitoring
and control engineering projects for Transocean.

> GSF Galaxy 1 Jack-up

# Expertise

in High Demand

Unique and invaluable engineering knowledge

> Monitor Systems: years of experience and history surveying and installing monitoring and instrumentation control systems on rigs worldwide

As part of an upgrade-enhancement for the GSF Galaxy
1 Jack-up rig, Monitor Systems were asked to look at

having a combined seventy years plus commercial experience
working on similar projects worldwide.

three different areas of operation. After initial onboard
engineering surveys, proposals were put forward for the

Where most industry aware engineers will opt for the

upgrade of the rig water tight door monitoring system,

conventional route to solve any given problem, Monitor

tank gauging system and RPD system.

Systems engineers leave no stone unturned and think ‘out-ofthe-box’ to bring forward bespoke, efficient, safe and certified

Brian Sinclair commented, ... “ our years of experience and

solutions that add real value to the rig asset.

history surveying and installing monitoring and instrumentation
control systems for Jack-up, Semi-submersible rigs etc, has

RPD: In particular the Monitor Systems rack phase differential

allowed us to build up a unique and invaluable engineering

monitoring system provides an accurate electronic /

knowledge. Set procedures and protocol allow us to engage

mechanical system for measuring and recording the rack

with these rig projects quickly and efficiently, benefiting both

phase difference of each rig leg. The bespoke RPD system

parties in time and resources.”

designed, manufactured, supplied and installed by Monitor
Systems is now currently operating on four rigs worldwide.

Monitor Systems personnel have an in-depth knowledge of all

For more detailed information on our rack phase differential

three areas of operation, with experienced in-house engineers

monitoring system, please visit our website.
www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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Monitoring various systems on offshore support vessels, drilling rigs, FPSOs, FSOs and production platforms is the company’s
core area of expertise. There is no doubt that we are quickly becoming the preferred suppliers for many rig owners, rig managers

and technical departments to carry out specialist engineering projects. Our experience to date covers hundreds of systems
designed and tested for many major drilling contractors worldwide.
Monitor Systems truly believes that everyone is assessed on the quality of their last job, this is no exception here, where we strive
to maintain our reputation and number one position in the industry through focus, best practice and good team work.

# Measuring and Monitoring
Assessed on the quality of your last job

> Sedco 711 Semi-submersible

Held in high regard for complex problem solving and the unique ability to provide reliable and
workable monitoring and measurement solutions, the extensive industry experience, innovation
and commitment of our technical and engineering team has been fundamental to the company’s
success and positioned us as one of the preferred vendors to an increasing number of leading
drilling companies and rig operators.

> Touch screen HMI showing Bulk Tank System control

> One of the stainless enclosures showing system electronics

Bulk Tank Control System: Monitor Systems were asked

Brace Leak Detection System: As part of the upgrade of the

to upgrade the Bulk Tank Control System on the Sedco 711.

rig, a provision was made for a Brace Leak Detection System

New guided wave radar sensors were installed in all six bulk

utilising sixteen sensors. Monitoring each individual brace

tanks to measure bulk level, also giving bulk weight and

prior to installation was by manual means. Each leak detection

volume calculations. A remote display panel assembly was

sensor was located down the column at the bottom of the

supplied in a wall mounted GRP enclosure with glass viewing

sounding tube connected to the brace. The sensor signals will

aperture. As per standard procedures, we carried out a full

now be received in the control room. Visual indication along

factory acceptance test procedure at our Aberdeen facility

with a sounder was fitted to the display panel giving a warning

prior to delivery.

of any leak in any of the monitored braces.
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Monitor Systems was
asked by Dolphin Drilling to look
at replacing their Brace & Void Space
detection system on the Borgsten Dolphin
Semi-submersible.

# Brace & Void Leak Detection
Bespoke design with remote testing facility
> Borgsten Dolphin Semi-sub

Monitor Systems currently have an Anchor Windlass

Another benefit is that the electronics module of the sensor

& Bulk Tank Monitoring System onboard the Borgsten

continuously monitors via frequency evaluation for a number

Dolphin with remote I/O stations around the rig. The new

of issues including the strong corrosion or damage on the

Brace & Void Space monitoring system was based around

tuning fork, the loss of vibration and the line break to the piezo

the existing hardware located in the rig’s control room.

drive.

Design: The installed I/O has a minimum of 20% spare

Capacity: The new brace leak and void monitoring system

capacity for future expansion; the I/O racks have also been

has I/O to monitor 64 sensors within 4 new remote I/O stations.

designed and manufactured with enough space for the future

The existing HMI’s previously installed by Monitor Systems for

installation of I/O cards.

the Anchor Windlass / Bulk Monitoring System were utilised
for visualisation.

Benefits: The sensors used were IP68 rated for the braces
and IP66/67 rated for the void spaces. The advantage of using

The complete system scope of work included in-situ rig

these sensors combined with interface module (SIL Approved)

survey, project management, conceptual design, QA & HS&E

is that you can carry out a simple ‘remote test’ of the sensor

management, engineering and manufacture, product supply,

without physically having to open the void spaces to go in and

FAT, DNV approval, software interrogation and the supply of

test the functionality of the sensor.

system documentation.

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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# Talisman Subsea Warning System
Monitor Systems received two Mid Water Arch Failure Warning devices for

normal interval inspection and refurbishment, however on this occasion
both devices showed marine infestation and serious material / component
corrosion.
On initial inspection both units were found to be badly infested with marine
organisms, heavily corroded and missing both the beacon assembly and anchor
cable dispenser. They were deemed beyond economical repair or refurbishment
and therefore it was necessary and we were commissioned to build qty 02 off
new units. We now have qty 04 off units in total with two on rotation, recovered,
serviced and on standby to meet the next scheduled ship charter that aligns
with the units five year battery life. These when required communicate with the
production platform.
> One of the two Mid Water Arch Failure Warning units

# Anty-Piracy and Maritime Security Monitoring System

> An unlimited number of sensors or control panels can be added to the MSSL system

Monitor Systems design, supply and install Maritime Security Detection Systems. Our bespoke system offers a
comprehensive layered security approach with onboard advance alarm warning for marine vessels, rigs, platforms and
pipelines against acts of terrorism, hijacking, piracy and other violations of security wherever a vessel is operating.
Utilising perimeter sensors, infra-red tracking day/night vision cameras and onboard radar equipment, our detection system
generates a secure perimeter network extending outwards from the vessel.
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# 3D Isometric Display Software Graphics
Software Development:

to give a more realistic screen interpretation

of rig braces and their leak monitoring, Monitor Systems have developed new
software that shows the rig brace structures in 3D, with flashing ‘red’ brace leg
and ‘alarm sounding’ that pin-point the area of water leakage.
The 3D graphics show the complete rig brace structure in isometric view, giving
the operator an unambiguous and clear understanding of the rigs brace structure
and the problem. The 3D graphics will also be integrated into other monitoring
systems such as Bulk Tank Monitoring, Water Tight Door Monitoring etc.

# HQ Footprint Expansion & Ground Floor Redevelopment

Monitor Systems gave the green light to substantially upgrade and redevelop its Aberdeen HQ facilities in November 2013,

creating an additional, considerable increase in square footage of first floor office based working environment with client facilities
and lift access.
Footprint expansion is both staff and client focussed with state-of-the-art provisions for internal/client meetings and presentations.
The first floor upgrades are expected to be complete by April / May 2014, followed by ground floor layout redevelopment. The first
floor expansion and ground floor redevelopment is in line with our vision for growth, providing substantial additional office space
and facilities for our expanding engineering/management team.

# Associate Member of the (IADC)
North Sea Chapter: Monitor Systems has become an associate member of
the IADC (North Sea Chapter) for 2014.
IADC welcomes the membership of all companies involved in the worldwide
upstream petroleum industry that share a commitment to improving safety,
advancing drilling technology, striving for reasonable regulation and legislation,
and enhancing the training and education of technical and management
personnel.
www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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# Charity Jigsaw e-Challenge £100 donated to your nominated charity!

Solving puzzles and engineering clever solutions is part of our business
Receive £100 towards ‘your nominated charity.’ Take the ‘Charity’ MSSL jigsaw e-challenge and put 35 pieces
together to makeup our Reverse Osmosis Watermaker image. You will be ‘timed’ when putting the jigsaw puzzle
together online, so you better be quick and ready!. FYI: for the ‘very competitive’, there are a few ‘functionality’ icons
‘worth using’ at the bottom left of the jigsaw screen.
Taking Part: Click here to take part, makeup the ‘Reverse Osmosis Watermaker’ jigsaw puzzle on our website.
On Completion: please remember to email us a screen grab of your finished puzzle or ‘time’ completion window.
Winner: The quickest completion time received on or before 30th April 2014 will receive £100 towards their
own nominated charity.... good luck!

How well do you know MSSL?
Across:
2. The abbreviation for Blow Out Preventer
3. Where is the MSSL HQ ?
4. MSSL are this type of company.
5. MSSL specialise in this.
7. What is the name of the MSSL e-magazine ?
9. What is our MD’s surname ?
10. The middle word in VMS is ?
11. We can monitor this and it also keeps rigs afloat.
12. We can measure this.
Down:
1. MSSL are exclusive distributors of this product
in Europe and the North Sea.
6. What does Brian not have ?
8. This word is the P in RPD.
9. MSSL have just opened an office here.
(if required: download and print this page / magazine)
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